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Abstract: Household food waste is a significant problem in America that can only be addressed
through accurate measurement. However, there are many different measurement methods that
each have advantages and disadvantages: subjective measures (i.e., recall, visual estimation) are
easier to implement via surveys but can be biased, and objective measures (i.e., scales) can be precise
but logistically burdensome. In this study, we collected survey and daily diary data on household
food waste from 257 individuals to evaluate the extent to which a survey-based subjective recall
measure, a diary-based objective scale measure, and a diary-based subjective estimation measure
demonstrate convergent validity or concordance. We found evidence of substantial overlap across
measures (r = 0.41 to 0.70), suggesting that there is convergent validity across these household food
waste measures. Furthermore, we found that a substantial portion of variance in household food
waste is attributable to within-household sources over time, demonstrating the as-of-yet overlooked
need to examine predictors of food waste at between- (stable) and within-household (dynamic) levels.
We discuss the further implications of these results and future research directions.

Keywords: household food waste; food waste measurement; convergent validation

1. Introduction

One-third of all food in America is wasted, contributing to global climate change and
representing a significant financial loss [1]. The environmental impact of food waste is
massive, comprising up to 10% of all greenhouse gas emissions, 14% of all water use, 18%
of all cropland use, and 24% of all landfill content [2–7]. As such, reducing food waste is
one of the top three strategies to reduce greenhouse emissions. If 50% of food waste is
reduced by 2050, avoided emissions could be equal to 26.2 gigatons of carbon dioxide [8].
Moreover, food waste cost the U.S. an estimated $310 billion in 2021 (the most recent year
for which this data was available) [9]. The majority of this toll falls on consumers [9], with
the average family of four spending approximately $1500 annually on wasted food [10].

Many countries, including the U.S., have pledged to halve per capita food waste at
the retail and consumer levels by 2030 [11]. The Sustainable Development Agenda of the
United Nations [12] is to “work together to secure the rights and well-being of everyone on
a healthy, thriving planet”, and food waste reduction is intrinsically connected to this goal
due to its drastic environmental impact. To realize this ambition, it is important to measure
food loss and waste to provide an evidence-based foundation for prioritizing interventions
and tracking progress toward targets [13]. Indeed, sustainable development policy requires
some form of assessment of progress, making accurate measurement a key step to further
sustainability in society.

Although food waste is generated at all points of the supply chain, about half of
the food loss and waste in the developed world results from household consumption
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habits [14,15], highlighting the importance of measuring household food waste in particular.
In comparison, approximately 17% of food waste occurs on farms, 15% occurs during
manufacturing, and 20% is wasted at consumer-facing businesses such as restaurants or
grocery stores [9].

Despite the importance of accurate measurement to food waste reduction efforts, many
countries, cities, companies, and other entities currently lack sufficient insight into how
much, why, and where food is removed from the food supply chain [16]. This makes it
difficult to develop strategies and prioritize actions to prevent food waste and identify
the most effective ways to reuse/recycle food [16]. Accurate measurement can provide
these insights, but measuring household food waste is hardly straightforward—especially
compared to waste generated in some other parts of the supply chain. According to the
United Nations Environment Program [11], only 9% of the global population lives in a
country where household food waste can be estimated with high confidence. Household
food waste measurement is costly and requires time and input from households and/or
waste management organizations.

In this study, we contribute to efforts for robust measures of household food waste
by comparing different food waste measurement methods and examining the concor-
dance between subjective and objective measures collected in surveys and in daily diaries.
Additionally, we compare two different subjective measures to understand the possible
bias introduced by survey methods. Specifically, the three measures we compare to one
another are a subjective diary-based measure—volume of food waste as estimated by
participants each time food is disposed of; a subjective survey-based measure—estimated
volume of weekly food waste as recalled by participants; and an objective diary-based
measure—weight of food waste as measured by kitchen scale each time food is disposed of.
Currently, these are the most commonly employed measures of household food waste in
the literature [17], but a significant concern is not only whether each can reliably estimate
food waste but whether each estimate is compatible with another. In other words, there are
extant questions regarding the degree to which different measures of food waste exhibit
convergent validity. Therefore, deriving these benchmarks may provide much-needed
information regarding how to measure household food waste most accurately.

An additional challenge in measuring household food waste is that waste varies within
households over time, not only between households. Although some households may
waste more than others on average, within each household, waste may be higher or lower on
any given day of the week or year, and accurate measurement requires that all those sources
of variation are captured. In this regard, scholars have begun to recognize the multilevel
nature of household food waste [18], but there has yet to be a methodological integration of
the dynamic, within-household aspect of food waste into research designs. Specifically, it is
unclear whether the fact that food waste is dynamic over time may play a role in making
one measure of food waste non-equivalent with another measure of food waste (e.g., a
diary measure versus a survey measure). Accordingly, the second contribution of our work
is documenting the degree of dynamism, or within-household variance, in household food
waste to supplement the (traditional) static, or between-household, perspective.

A final contribution of our work is the development of a food waste tracker mobile
application that can be used by anyone with access to a smartphone or tablet. This app
allows individuals to track their household’s food waste over time, capturing important
information that can lead to better decision-making and financial stewardship of household
food resources.

2. Literature Review: Measuring Household Food Waste in America

The quest to quantify household food waste has involved many different measurement
methods, such as physically collecting and sorting waste via curbside collection [17],
photographic analysis of wasted food [1], and the installation of food waste scales in
households [19], to name a few. But the two most commonly used measures are certainly
subjective measures, in which people are asked to estimate how much food was wasted in
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their household (e.g., via surveys, daily diaries, and interviews), and objective measures,
where the exact weight of household food waste is collected (e.g., via scales; [20,21]). For
subjective measures, respondents are typically asked to visually estimate how many cups
and/or tablespoons of food they dispose of, or they may be asked to estimate (in cups and
tablespoons) how much food they wasted in the past day or week. Additionally, according
to van Herpen et al.’s [22] comparison of food waste measurement methods, these two
methods seem to share the strongest overlap.

No measurement method is perfect. Indeed, there are advantages and disadvantages
to each method that influence the reliability of measurement and the validity of inferences
drawn from them. Here, we discuss these aspects of subjective and objective measures of
household food waste, concluding with the need to establish convergent validity (or a lack
thereof) between them.

2.1. Subjective Measures of Food Waste

Importantly, subjective measures of household food waste tend to be less expensive
and relatively easy to administer in many households. Moreover, their accuracy may be
easily improved through study design features, such as pre-study communication [22].
Although subjective measures generally lack precision (as will be discussed shortly), they
can be well-suited to capturing an aggregate food waste amount over several different time
periods rather than focusing on weighing individual wasted items over a given time. Such
an aggregate derived from simple subjective reports may be especially useful for policy
purposes and more generalizable, as it is easier to administer and assess across multiple
time periods due to the lower cost and effort involved. In contrast, objective approaches
may be more impacted by the specific time of measurement, such that estimates are less
representative of a household’s average waste [23]. Furthermore, obtaining an aggregate
via a single subjective report is likely to be easier from a logistical (survey administration)
perspective than computing an aggregate via many objective reports.

However, subjective measures involve several important and well-known limitations.
First, while subjective estimates can be flexibly used to capture household food waste over
various time frames (e.g., “in general”, “over the past week”, “over a typical week”, “over
the past month”), it is likely that estimates become increasingly inaccurate as the time frame
increases and/or becomes more abstract [24]. Relatedly, subjective measures rely entirely
on human judgment, which is systematically biased. Social science research has determined
that humans are more likely to recall certain aspects of past experiences, such as the most
salient moments or the most recent experiences, rather than thoroughly considering all
aspects of experiences [25]. Combined with the likelihood that food disposal is routine and
habitual, this recall bias can present an extra challenge in accurately recalling and reporting
instances of food waste [26]. Furthermore, food waste causes many to feel guilt [27], and
therefore social desirability may downwardly bias subjective estimates of household food
waste [28].

Finally, because there are various established definitions of food waste [29], there are
likely to be even more idiosyncratic definitions in the general population that render subjec-
tive estimates difficult to compare across households. For instance, the USDAs Economic
Research Service defines food loss as the amount of postharvest edible food that is available
for human consumption but is not consumed for any reason. The Federal Interagency Col-
laboration to Reduce Food Loss and Waste notes that food waste is sometimes stretched to
include parts of foods non-edible by humans (e.g., banana peels, bones, and eggshells; [30]).

2.2. Objective Measures of Food Waste

The most obvious advantage of objective measurement is that of precision: the exact
weight of household food waste can be easily captured, both at the level of individually
wasted food items and at the aggregate level. This aspect of objective measurement is
especially important when an accurate quantification of household food waste is required,
such as for policy goals that specify a percent reduction in waste [20]. Objective measures
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eliminate sources of recall bias and the limitations of human cognition that may otherwise
limit the reliability of household food waste estimates [31].

Despite these advantages of objective measurement, there are clear disadvantages as
well. First, objective measures require that households utilize scales, which can be costly
and logistically complex to provide to participants from a study design perspective. As
such, objective measurement seems easier to implement in cafeteria or restaurant waste
cases [19,32]. Second, objective measures also require that households manually sort and
weigh all wasted food, which is especially burdensome for multi-person households or
families and in other cases where measurements are frequent and time-consuming. Even
well-intentioned participants may simply forget or not have time to accurately weigh
food each time it is wasted. And participants can incorrectly report amounts captured
by the scales or forget to tare scales, introducing other measurement error sources. These
aspects of intensive research can reduce data quality and quantity, leading to attrition,
underreporting, and/or inaccurate and hurried measurement [33,34]. Furthermore, there
is a concern in intensive measurement for self-selection bias, or, as stated succinctly by
Scollon et al. [35], “Who volunteers for such intrusive studies and who completes them?"
"Who provides the most data?” (p. 14). Thus, objective measurement can threaten the
external validity of findings regarding household food waste if those who participate are
systematically unique within the general population. Third, simply participating in such
an intensive study can exert a disruptive influence and demand characteristics on normal
routines and patterns [36], meaning that estimates of food waste could be inaccurate. For
example, if wasting food is a socially undesirable behavior and repeated measurement
raises a person’s awareness of their wasting behavior, then that person may strive to waste
less food during the study. And, simply, the act of measuring food waste makes individuals
more aware and can motivate them to change their behavior during study participation.

2.3. The Need for Convergent Validation

In summary, there are advantages and disadvantages to subjective and objective
measures, and to some extent, the advantages of one are the disadvantages of the other.
Therefore, when it comes to capturing a criterion for measuring household food waste,
which is preferable? This question has been empirically examined by several recent research
projects [17,22] and is a perennial question in this literature. We propose two research
questions aimed at examining the convergent validity between these measures to determine
whether they are substitutable measures of the same construct.

Demonstrating convergent validity between measures would suggest that, although
each is imperfect, both measures essentially capture the same phenomenon and are in-
terchangeable. Specifically, “a strong correlation between proxies suggests convergent
validity—the two measures capture the same information and will act the same when used
in research designs” ([37], p. 20). But if there is little overlap between measures, then it
may be unclear which measure is superior, as stated by Carlson and Herdman ([37], p.
20): “When convergent validity is weak, one or both variables do not capture the intended
construct well. Consequently, evidence of weak convergent validity introduces ambiguity
into the meaning of research results.” Low concordance rates would introduce the need for
further validation studies to determine whether one form of measurement better represents
food waste and what accounts for the observed differences in measures.

Here, we examine the degree to which a survey-based subjective measure of food
waste volume over one week converges with a diary-based objective measure of food
waste mass over one week. Furthermore, we examine the degree of convergence between
the total estimates of food waste and the estimates at the level of each individual food
category, reasoning that convergence may be higher when the “what” is held constant
across measures (e.g., [38]). Additionally, we examine the degree to which a diary-based
subjective measure of food waste volume over one week converges with a diary-based
objective measure of food waste mass over one week, reasoning that these two methods may
exhibit stronger convergence due to the elimination of recall bias and increased ecological
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validity of the diary-based subjective measures [36,39]. Finding that these latter measures
are convergent may suggest that subjective measures can be reliably used to measure food
waste as long as procedural steps are taken (i.e., in the study design and measurement tool)
to minimize recall biases and maximize ecological validity.

Thus, we present the following research question:

Question 1. What is the degree of convergent validity (as indexed via correlations) between
subjective (survey, diary) and objective (scale) measures of food waste, both at the total food waste
level and at the individual food category level?

2.4. Literature Review: The Overlooked Importance of Levels of Analysis

Researchers have argued that household food waste is a multilevel problem in that it
is influenced by and emerges from a complex web of system-, household-, and individual-
level factors and interactions [18,40]. However, there has been little consideration of
time as a dimension of the food waste measurement problem. Specifically, research has
generally adopted a between-household (or between-person) perspective to identify whether
Household A wastes more food than Household B over a particular period of time (e.g., the
past week, a typical week, in general). In contrast, a within-household (or within-person)
perspective approaches the matter of food waste as one of change over time for the same
household: Household A’s waste on Monday versus Tuesday, one week versus the next, or
on a normal day versus a holiday, and so forth.

Much has been written on the dangers of assuming that findings at one level of
analysis can be transported to a different level of analysis (e.g., [41]), but there are also
unique insights that can be provided by adopting a within-household perspective to the
study of household food waste. We explore two here: level of aggregation and within- and
between-household variance.

2.4.1. Level of Aggregation

To estimate the mean food waste for a given household, there are two primary options:
ask individuals to self-report their mean waste for a given time period or ask individuals
to report their waste at several time points and then aggregate those reports to compute
a mean. This former method is cross-sectional, whereas this latter method is akin to
the density distribution approach (For instance, Fleeson proposes that comprehensive
personality descriptions require the simultaneous consideration of traits and states, where
traits are density distributions of the frequency with which states are expressed in a
certain intensity) [42] and offers a more reliable, stable estimate [43]. With cross-sectional
measurement, all aggregation is cognitively performed by the participant, but the density
distribution approach offers the researcher different options for aggregation: retain the
data at the occasion level (i.e., disaggregated) or aggregate to a higher level, such as for the
day or week as a whole (e.g., [44]).

Here, the strongest convergence between a self-reported diary measure of food waste
and an objectively reported scale measure of food waste may be at the disaggregated level
of the occasion, or for each individual item of wasted food. In this case, a person can record
their estimate of its volume based on physical and visual observation of the item. This
process is likely to be imperfect. Overlap will likely decrease as the researcher increasingly
aggregates individual reports for higher levels of analysis.

Therefore, we present the following research question:

Question 2. Does the degree of convergent validity (as indexed via correlations) between diary
(subjective) and scale (objective) measures of food waste change depending on the level of aggregation
(i.e., occasion-level, day-level, and week-level)?
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2.4.2. Within- and Between-Household Variance

A within-household perspective casts food waste as a household-specific criterion
rather than one that is only studied at the level of the general population [45]. The between-
household perspective treats food waste as static (i.e., waste is consistently higher for some
households and lower for other households), whereas the within-household perspective
treats food waste as dynamic (i.e., waste may be high at times and low at other times),
“emphasizing that individuals [or households] are not static entities but, rather, that their
states, behaviors, and environments change over days, hours, or even from one minute to
the next” ([46], p. 2).

Treating food waste as a dynamic phenomenon, via the within-household perspective,
implies that variance in food waste is both within-household and between-household.
These two sources of variance must be examined separately and as orthogonal, rather than
via a single approach that conflates within- and between-source variance (e.g., [47]). Thus,
there may be novel predictors at one level of analysis that do not function at the other level
of analysis, and there may be predictors that function at both levels but more effectively at
one versus the other [46].

The level of analysis also has implications for measurement accuracy and waste-
reducing interventions. First, the within-household approach better aligns with individuals’
lived experiences as they unfold over time [48]. As such, food waste can be accurately and
reliably measured when tracked over time due to fluctuations between high and low levels
at certain times within a household [39]. Moreover, lived experience is episodic in nature
and segmented as such in memory [49], meaning that measurement designs that better
adhere to the episodic unfolding of people’s lives will result in more accurate reporting of
those experiences, rather than asking individuals to recall instances in a way that does not
match their encoding [36]. Second, the within-household perspective suggests a different
substantive set of interventions than the between-household perspective. Specifically, a
between-household perspective identifies which households waste more food in general,
but a within-household perspective identifies when waste is going to be higher. This
means that interventions should target certain households more than others (between-
household perspective), but also that interventions may be especially useful/timely at
certain times of the year or week (within-household perspective). Thus, the combination of
both perspectives can ensure that interventions are personalized for high-waste households
and for high-waste occasions, being “just-in-time” in nature [50].

In this study, we examine both between- and within-household food waste over a
single week via daily diary entries and a subjective survey. We explore the degree to which
variance in food waste is attributable to static, between-household factors versus dynamic,
within-household factors. If we find that within-household variance is particularly high,
meaning that between-household variance is particularly low, this may suggest that there
is a limit on the possible efficacy of between-household interventions.

Therefore, we present the following research question:

Question 3. How much of the variance (as indexed by two-level intra-class correlations computed
via multilevel modeling) in food waste is attributable to within-household sources (Level-1) versus
between-household sources (Level-2)?

3. Method

The data for this study is drawn from the MITRE Gallup State of Food Waste in
America survey [51], which was conducted between 21 June 2023 and 23 August 2023. The
survey included two separate portions: a nationally representative cross-sectional survey
and a daily diary to collect daily waste data for seven consecutive days via the MITRE
Food Waste Tracking Application. A subset of these participants was provided with a
Bluetooth-enabled scale to automatically sync their food waste weight directly to the app.

In this study, we only include individuals who completed both the survey and the
daily diaries, as our interest is in examining convergence between measures of food waste
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for the same households (i.e., to facilitate a within-household approach). Additional details
about the research methodology are provided in the sections below.

3.1. Participants

Participants were drawn from the Gallup Panel, a probability-based panel of U.S.
adults that is representative of the U.S. adult population. For this study, a stratified
random sample of U.S. adults, ages 18 and older, was drawn from the Gallup Panel (More
information is provided regarding sampling procedures in a publicly available report,
which can be found here: https://sites.mitre.org/household-food-waste/study/). This
study used state-level geographic balancing.

Of the total number of participants who participated in the cross-sectional survey,
620 consented to participate in the daily diary portion of the study. In total, 261 participants
who completed the National Food Waste Survey also completed at least one food waste
entry during the daily diary portion of the study. We excluded from all analyses four outlier
waste entries due to having unlikely volume estimates (i.e., 222 cups of wasted vegetables,
32 cups/120 g of wasted meat, 25 cups/19 g of wasted milk, and 25 cups/176 g of wasted
non-dairy). Finally, we only retained data pertaining to food that was disposed of in the
household, rather than at a restaurant (=219), at a cafeteria (=28), or elsewhere (=157), as
our interest in this study is in household food waste.

Thus, the final sample included 257 participants (response rate = 17% of total survey
invites) who completed both the survey and the daily diary, of whom 143 were assigned to
the scale condition (asked to measure their food waste using a blue tooth-enabled scale)
and 114 were assigned to the volume-only condition (asked to visually estimate their
amount of food waste). At the end of data collection and cleaning (described above), our
final sample included 2839 food waste entries from these individuals. Across the entire
study, each individual completed a mean of 11.05 entries across seven days (SD = 9.19).
Participants were compensated $5.00 for completing the survey, $5.00 for each day that
they completed app diary entries, and a $5.00 bonus for completing app diary entries for
the entire seven-day study duration. Thus, the total possible compensation was $45.00.

In terms of demographic characteristics, the mean age of the final sample was 50.1 years
old (SD = 15.48), and 56% of participants were female. Seventy-three percent of participants
indicated their race as White, 10% as Hispanic, 9% as Black, 4% as Asian, and 4% as Other.
The mean household size was 2.56 people (SD = 1.32), and 35% of participants had at least
one child at home. Sixty-nine percent of participants were employed full- or part-time, 28%
were out of the labor force (e.g., retired, homemaker, student), and 2% were unemployed.
The median education level was a four-year bachelor’s degree, and the median household
income was in the range of $90,000 to $119,999.

3.2. Procedure
3.2.1. Cognitive Interviews

Prior to the main data collection, we conducted cognitive interviews with 22 partici-
pants of the Gallup Panel (45% female, 55% 41 years of age or older, 68% White, and 59% at
least had a bachelor’s degree) who completed the survey. Out of the 22 cognitive interview
participants, 9 commented on the clarity of the food waste estimation questions in the
survey, and 13 commented on the clarity of the food waste estimation questions in the daily
dairy app. In line with the main survey design, a week before their scheduled interview,
the nine participants who would comment on the survey questions were sent an email
asking them to monitor their food waste (types and amounts) over the next seven days.
The email also indicated that participants should be keeping track of food waste for their
entire household and recommended they communicate about food waste with their other
household members during this time.

The cognitive interviews focusing on the survey included questions on participants’
food waste estimates, such as follow-up questions to understand how estimates were
reached, confidence in estimates, and factors that may have affected the estimates. Par-
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ticipants were also asked questions about their perceptions of and compliance with the
pre-interview instructions and asked for their feedback on a subset of additional proposed
survey questions. Aggregated responses were used to refine recruitment materials and the
survey instrument.

Turning to the cognitive interviews for the daily diary app food waste estimation,
cognitive testing for 13 participants assessed the ease of accessing the app, user experience
with app features, and comprehension of app content and procedures. Participant feedback
was incorporated via minor updates to the application features, explanatory resources
embedded in the application, and instructions for using the application provided in partici-
pant recruitment processes. Additionally, researchers in the field of food waste as well as
individuals working at non-profits targeting food waste issues beta-tested the app prior to
this study.

3.2.2. Data Collection

To avoid a possible order effect biasing food waste estimation, participants were
randomly assigned to either complete the survey first and the diary second, or vice versa.
Furthermore, in the daily diary, participants were randomly assigned to either the scale
condition (i.e., to measure waste in mass with a Bluetooth scale and in volume via vi-
sual estimation) or the volume-only condition (i.e., to measure waste in only volume via
visual estimation).

Approximately one week before receiving an invitation to complete the survey, partic-
ipants were informed about the upcoming survey and asked to pay attention to their food
waste and the food waste of other household members (types and amounts) for the next
seven days in preparation for answering the survey questions. It was recommended that
they keep notes to help them remember what they disposed of.

The daily diary portion of this study was conducted for a period of seven consecutive
days. Prior to beginning the daily diary, participants read descriptions of the daily diary
procedures, duration, timing, and requirements for the use of the MITRE Food Waste
Tracking App. Reminders were sent to encourage participants to download and try using
the app before the official study period, as well as to remind participants when their seven-
day study period began. Participants were also sent daily email reminders to encourage
them to be consistent in entering any and all food waste into the app during the seven days
of the daily diary study (Note that reminders were originally set up to be delivered each
morning of the seven-day period, but mid-afternoon reminders were added as well).

3.3. Measures
3.3.1. National Food Waste Survey

In the survey, participants estimated the approximate volume of food their household
disposed of over the past seven days (week) in cups and in tablespoons. For reference,
participants were told that one cup is about the size of their closed fist and one tablespoon
is about the size of their thumb. This question was asked about fruit, vegetables, grains,
protein, dairy, mixed foods, scraps, and oils/fast/sugars, and examples of each were
provided. Participants additionally responded to survey questions about food waste
attitudes, knowledge, and behavior, which are not further evaluated in this paper but can
be further explored in Aitken et al. (2023) [51].

3.3.2. MITRE Food Waste Tracker App

The MITRE Food Waste Tracker app is designed to allow users to track their food
waste, including the food waste amount, source of the food, type of food, reason for
disposal, and location of disposal.

Of focal interest, participants estimated the amount of food wasted for each individ-
ually logged entry. Participants in the scale condition were provided with a Bluetooth-
enabled kitchen scale that connected to the MITRE Food Waste Tracker app to automatically
input food waste mass (in grams) when waste items were placed on the kitchen scale. If the
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Bluetooth scale was not functioning properly and did not log an item’s mass, participants
also had the option of manually inputting mass (i.e., by reading the mass value on the scale
and typing that value into the app).

Participants in both the scale condition and the volume-only condition estimated the
approximate volume of food waste in cups and tablespoons. A visual guide was provided
for every entry occasion, reminding participants that a cup is about the size of a person’s
closed fist and that a tablespoon is about the size of a person’s thumb (see Figure 1 below).
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Participants also classified food waste into one of eight categories, based on the United
States Department of Agriculture’s [52] MyPlate Food Guidance System. More information
about MyPlate can be found at https://www.myplate.gov/. Furthermore, within five of the
eight main food categories, participants were asked to provide additional information about
the food type at a sub-category level. For instance, after selecting “Fruits”, participants
were provided options to specify the type of fruit: berries, melons, fruit juice, or other fruits.
The sub-type categories were also found in the USDAs MyPlate Food Guidance System.

Finally, participants reported several other characteristics of the wasted food item
(for descriptive purposes). Participants indicated whether the food was originally from
a grocery store, restaurant, home garden, gifted food, or meal kit; whether the food was
plate waste, raw ingredient, or stored leftovers; participants indicated whether the food
was disposed of due to: dislike taste, spoiled/expired/rotten, excess, inedible, or other;
whether food was disposed of at home, restaurant, cafeteria, or other; and whether food
was disposed of via a waste bin, drain, compost, or animal feed.

3.3.3. Data Analysis

To test Question 1, we computed correlations between the subjectively estimated
volume of food waste over a given week in the survey, the objectively estimated mass
of food waste in the diary (aggregated to the week-level), and the subjectively estimated
volume of food waste in the diary (aggregated to the week-level). We computed both
between- and within-household correlations for the two diary measures. Correlations
were computed both at the level of overall food waste and for waste at the level of each

https://www.myplate.gov/
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individual food category. The extent to which correlations are large would indicate that
there is substantial overlap (or convergence) between food waste measures. Specifically, we
employ the following criteria to evaluate convergent validity: First, we interpret correlations
of 0.70 or higher as indicative of substitutable convergence [37], whereas correlations below
0.70 may indicate that there is only some degree of convergence. To interpret the magnitude
of correlations below 0.70, we utilize Cohen’s [53] benchmarks of 0.10 as a small correlation,
0.30 as a medium correlation, and 0.50 as a large correlation. Thus, small correlations
may indicate little convergence, medium correlations may indicate some convergence,
and large correlations (that are still below 0.70) may indicate considerable, though not
substitutable, convergence.

To test Question 2, we computed correlations for food waste measures at the occasion-
level (i.e., not aggregated), aggregated to the day-level, and aggregated to the week-level.
The extent to which correlations exhibit similar magnitudes across levels of aggregation
would suggest that there is little difference in variability when assessing food waste over
different periods of time.

Finally, to test Question 3, we utilized multilevel modeling to compute intra-class
correlations (ICCs) for diary-based food waste measures. ICCs document the amount of
variance in a variable that is attributable to a grouping structure—in this case, attributable
to between-household sources (relative to within-household sources). The extent to which
ICC values are large would suggest that most of the variance in food waste is stable rather
than dynamic.

We use R [54] for all analyses. Furthermore, we utilize the psych package [55] to
compute correlations and the lme4 package [56] to compute ICCs. The raw survey and app
data used for these analyses can be found at the following website: https://sites.mitre.org/
household-food-waste/study/.

4. Results

Prior to testing research questions, we began our analyses by examining descriptive
statistics for the amount and characteristics of reported food waste across the daily diary.
Based on 2839 completed food waste entries from 257 participants (scale and volume-
only conditions), 3487.81 cups (SD = 1.63) of food were wasted across the entire duration
of the study. In the scale condition, based on 1847 completed food waste entries from
143 participants, 301,569 g (SD = 330.84) of food were wasted across the entire duration
of the study. Table 1 shows further information about the amount and type of food that
was wasted.

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics Regarding Amount of Wasted Food.

Number of
Volume Entries

Mean Volume of Food
Waste in Cups (STD) Number of Mass Entries Mean Mass of Food Waste in

Grams (STD)

Fruit 466 502 (1.41) 304 48,140 (270)
Vegetables 660 830 (1.62) 383 62,488 (289)
Grain 266 316 (1.44) 154 19,722 (214)
Protein 299 315 (1.06) 170 24,871 (204)
Dairy 167 189 (1.67) 100 19,133 (462)
Mixed 403 667 (1.96) 238 63,264 (426)
Scraps 474 560 (1.90) 294 56,356 (402)
OFS 104 109 (1.35) 50 7595 (190)

Note. Volume entries are included from the full sample (N = 257 households). Mass entries are included from only
the scale condition (N = 143 households). The volume of food waste is reported in cups (as a sum of all volume
estimates), and the mass of food waste is reported in grams (as a sum of all mass estimates). The numbers in
parentheses are standard deviations.

We further examined the characteristics of reported food waste across a few variables.
Table 2 shows the number of food entries that were indicated as being from a particular
food source (food source: grocery, restaurant, garden, gifted, or meal kit), of a particular

https://sites.mitre.org/household-food-waste/study/
https://sites.mitre.org/household-food-waste/study/
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condition (food condition: raw ingredient, plate waste, or stored leftovers), disposed for a
particular reason (disposal reason: inedible, spoiled/expired/rotten, excess, little left, other,
or dislike), and disposed of via a particular method (disposal method: waste bin, compost,
drain, or animal feed).

Table 2. Characteristics of Wasted Food.

Count Percentage

Food source
Grocery 2298 80.9%
Restaurant 227 8.0%
Garden 209 7.4%
Gifted 73 2.6%
Meal kit 32 1.1%

Food condition
Raw ingredient 1343 47.3%
Plate waste 1037 36.5%
Stored leftovers 459 16.2%

Disposal reason
Inedible 934 32.9%
Spoiled, expired, or rotten 697 24.6%
Excess 601 21.2%
Little left 240 8.5%
Other 233 8.2%
Dislike 134 4.7%

Disposal method
Waste bin 1965 69.2%
Compost 485 17.1%
Drain 277 9.8%
Animal feed 112 3.9%

Note. N = 257 households.

We now proceed to formal tests of the research questions.

4.1. Convergent Validation

In Question 1, we asked what degree of convergent validity existed between subjective
(survey, diary) and objective (scale) measures of food waste.

First, in the scale condition of the daily diary (N = 143 households), we assessed the
degree of overlap between the subjectively estimated volume of food waste over a given
week in the survey (M = 9.13 cups, SD = 12.00 cups) and the objectively estimated mass of
food waste aggregated to the week-level (M = 1714.78 g, SD = 2201.35 g). The correlation
demonstrated significant convergence between measures of food waste (r = 0.45, p < 0.001).
As a robustness check, we reran this correlation including scraps in the total estimates for
survey-volume (M = 12.61, SD = 13.82) and diary-mass (M = 2108.87, SD = 2796.85) and
found little difference in the estimate: r = 0.44, p < 0.001. Furthermore, we also reran the
correlation (excluding scraps) only for individuals who had indicated in the survey that
their household waste from the past week was “about the same as usual” (N = 106) and
found little difference in the estimate (r = 0.46, p < 0.001). This correlation falls below the
benchmark for substitutability but does indicate that there is at least moderate convergence
between these measures of food waste.

Second, we assessed the degree of overlap between the subjectively estimated volume
of a given item of food waste and the objectively estimated mass of that same item of food
waste in the scale condition of the daily diary (N = 143 households). The between- and
within-household correlations demonstrated a substitutable level of convergence between
measures, r = 0.70 (p < 0.001) and r = 0.68 (p < 0.001), respectively.

Finally, in the full sample of the daily diary (N = 257 households), we assessed the
degree of overlap between the subjectively estimated volume of food waste over a given
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week in the survey (M = 7.93 cups, SD = 10.34 cups) and the subjectively estimated
volume of food waste aggregated to the week-level (M = 11.39 cups, SD = 11.59 cups). The
correlation demonstrated significant convergence between measures of food waste (r = 0.41,
p < 0.001). This correlation falls below the benchmark for substitutability but does indicate
that there is at least moderate convergence between these measures of food waste.

To test the aspect of Question 1, wherein we asked whether convergence differs across
individual food categories, we computed correlations between food waste measures for
each food category rather than at the level of total food waste. As can be seen in Table 3, the
pattern of correlations varied across food categories, indicating that the degree of overlap
between food waste measures changes depending on the type of food being assessed.

Table 3. Correlations between Food Waste Measures for Individual Food Categories.

Survey-Volume,
Diary-Mass

Diary-Volume,
Diary-Mass

Survey-Volume,
Diary-Volume

Fruit 0.03 0.83 *** 0.10
Vegetables 0.30 *** 0.75 *** 0.27 ***
Grain 0.29 *** 0.61 *** 0.21 ***
Protein 0.40 *** 0.44 *** 0.39 ***
Dairy 0.07 0.87 *** 0.16 *
Mixed 0.44 *** 0.65 *** 0.36 ***
Scraps 0.23 ** 0.56 *** 0.49 ***
OFS 0.49 *** 0.87 *** 0.25 ***

Note. OFS = oil, fats, sugars. *** p < 0.001. ** p < 0.01. * p < 0.05.

In summary, these findings demonstrate that there is moderate evidence for convergent
validity across measures of food waste, but there is only limited evidence that these
measures are substitutable. Thus, any of these measures may be likely to distinguish high-
and low-wasting households, but certain measures capture different aspects of information
related to food waste.

4.2. Level of Aggregation

In Question 2, we asked whether the degree of convergent validity between diary
(subjective) and scale (objective) measures of food waste changed depending on the level of
aggregation (i.e., occasion-level, day-level, and week-level). Thus, we computed multilevel
(within-household and between-household) correlations for each food waste measure at
the occasion-, day-, and week-level. We report these correlations in Table 4.

Table 4. Correlations between Diary-Volume and Diary-Mass Estimates at Different Levels of Aggregation.

Occasion-Level Day-Level Week-Level

r (BH) r (WH) r (BH) r (WH) r

TOTAL 0.70 0.68 0.80 0.83 0.83
Fruit 0.83 0.77 0.89 0.91 0.90
Vegetables 0.75 0.75 0.82 0.86 0.85
Grain 0.61 0.49 0.84 0.67 0.85
Protein 0.44 0.60 0.74 0.77 0.75
Dairy 0.87 0.56 0.79 0.87 0.79
Mixed 0.65 0.56 0.79 0.72 0.80
Scraps 0.56 0.65 0.82 0.81 0.82
OFS 0.87 0.84 0.88 0.91 0.88

Note. BH = between-household; WH = within-household. Between-household N = 147 households; within-
household N = 1733 entries. All correlations are significant at p < 0.001.

4.3. Within-Household Variation

In Question 3, we asked how much of the variance in food waste is attributable to
within-versus-between-household sources, and we computed two-level intra-class cor-
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relations to document the amount of variance at each level of analysis. As can be seen
in Table 5, there was a substantial portion of variance attributable to within-household
sources, meaning that food waste is an extremely dynamic outcome and varies to a great
extent from day-to-day.

Table 5. Intra-Class Correlations for Food Waste Measures.

ICC Between-Household
Variation (%)

Within-Household
Variation (%)

Diary: Mass (via scale)
Occasion-level 0.20 0.20 0.80
Day-level 0.24 0.24 0.76

Diary: Volume
(self-report)

Occasion-level 0.28 0.28 0.72
Day-level 0.22 0.22 0.78

Note. ICC = intra-class correlation.

5. Discussion

Sustainable development in our society necessitates a reduction of the amount of
food wasted in households, and achieving reduction goals necessitates that household
food waste be accurately measured. There are advantages and disadvantages to most
household food waste measurement methods. Our study utilized several of these methods
to determine the extent to which they exhibited convergent validity.

In general, we found substantial overlap across measures of food waste. In answer to
Question 1, we found medium to large correlations across a measure of the subjectively
estimated volume of food waste over a given week in the survey, a measure of the objec-
tively estimated mass of food waste aggregated to the week-level, and a measure of the
subjectively estimated volume of food waste aggregated to the week-level. Second, in
answer to Question 2 (and Question 1), we also found that correlations changed across
both the type of food being measured as well as across varying levels of analysis or time
frames (i.e., occasions, days, weeks). Finally, in answer to Question 3, there was an ex-
tremely sizable variance in food waste attributable to within-person sources, indicating
that household food waste is an extremely dynamic variable that needs to be studied as
varying over time rather than assuming it is stable.

Although these correlations are generally smaller than benchmarks for substitutability
(e.g., [37]), it must be noted that survey and diary measures of food waste were made
for different weeks rather than for the same week. This temporal separation between
measures may be an attenuating factor in the relationship between measures, casting the
current study as a conservative test of measure convergence (i.e., compared to a test where
measures are used for the same period of time). This temporal separation also minimizes
the possibility of common method bias [57].

Finally, another strength of the current research design is that food waste measures are
captured for the same person rather than for different groups. For example, a weaker test
of convergence would involve a comparison between two separate samples, potentially
comparing apples to oranges. Here, all measures of food waste are compared for the
same participants, meaning that each measure is applied to the same household’s food
waste situation.

In summary, although surveys and diaries and subjective reports and objective reports
do not perfectly converge, our findings demonstrate that there is a substantial degree of
overlap across measures of household food waste. One method may be better than another
depending on the goal of the researcher or policymaker, but there is at least convergent va-
lidity across measures that can grant some confidence that the same fundamental construct
is being captured regardless of the method.

However, the mean waste estimates produced by the survey-based self-report measure
and the diary-based self-report measure are quite different: 7.93 cups according to the
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former measure and 11.39 cups according to the latter estimate. This difference indicates
that, though the measures do overlap to the extent that a high-wasting household would
report higher waste across any measure, the absolute level of waste changes as a function of
the estimation method. These results may indicate that survey estimates wherein a person
recalls how much food was wasted over a given time period produce underestimates
relative to an item-by-item diary-based waste report method. Thus, it would appear
that any food waste estimation method can be utilized to differentiate who wastes more
or less food, but diary-based measures are superior to recall-based (survey) measures
if the primary interest is in producing a precise estimate of the absolute levels of food
being wasted.

Finally, the degree of convergent validity across food waste measures suggests that any
measure can differentiate high- and low-wasting households, but the degree of variance in
food waste over time (within-households) suggests that accuracy will be maximized by
methods that align to that level of dynamism (i.e., track food waste over time). Recall-based
methods (via surveys) may perform well in capturing aggregate food waste trends and
representing a household’s average, but real-time methods (via daily diaries) can provide
more dynamic, ecologically valid information regarding household food waste trends.

5.1. Limitations

There are several limitations to our work that must be discussed. First, as is often
the case in burdensome diary research [36], it is likely that some level of selection bias is
present in our study, as participation was entirely voluntary. Specifically, certain households
may have been less likely to participate in this research study, meaning that our results
may not be fully generalizable to all households. Furthermore, another concern in daily
diary research is that the simple act of repeated measurement may exert a demand effect
and result in altered response patterns relative to a normal week without measurement
(e.g., [58]). These issues are endemic to intensive research designs but should be considered
when interpreting findings.

Second, although the sample for this study was drawn from the nationally representa-
tive Gallup Panel, it is possible that this sample does not represent the entire population
of households in the U.S. This is especially likely due to the sampling effects described
in the previous paragraph. However, research has yet to determine whether individuals
from certain demographics are more or less likely to participate in diary research, meaning
that the extent to which this sample is not representative of certain demographics cannot
be known. There are other, similar aspects that may make the present sample not fully
representative. For example, as brought up by one anonymous reviewer, food waste trends
(e.g., disposal, sourcing, etc.) may differ as a function of rurality, such that rural households
and urban households may produce different levels and types of food waste. We cannot
investigate this possibility in the current sample, as we did not capture rurality, but this
is an important caveat to our findings and point of investigation for future research. In
general, therefore, these findings should be cautiously interpreted when generalizing to
the U.S. population, and further studies are required to test whether these relationships are
consistent across other samples of varying demographics.

Third, we captured food waste over the course of one week in both the survey and in
the daily diary, but it may be that household food waste for a given week was higher or
lower relative to the rest of the year (see [23] for a discussion of cyclicity in diary studies).
However, our study design did capture two separate weeks of food waste data, which some
researchers have suggested is a sufficiently generalizable time frame for people’s general
lives [59]. But future research should investigate food waste, especially on occasions when
it is particularly high, such as during holidays.

Fourth, our focus on convergent validity lends itself well to investigating the relative
differences between measures of household food waste, meaning that our focus is on
correlations, but an argument can be made that it is also important to test for absolute
differences between measures. In other words, the relative standpoint documents whether
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high- or low-waste households report similar levels of waste across measures, whereas
the absolute standpoint documents whether waste estimates are similar across measures
(see also [60]). Here, we found that households maintain similar rank-order in terms of
waste when measured across methods, meaning that any measure will differentiate which
households are higher or lower in waste (i.e., limited relative differences). However, the
waste estimates themselves do vary across methods, meaning that there may be less overlap
between measures if comparing mean estimates (i.e., absolute differences). For example,
we found that reported waste was much lower according to survey-based subjective recall
(M = 7.93 cups, SD = 10.34 cups) versus diary-based visual estimation (M = 11.39 cups, SD
= 11.59 cups), indicating that rank-order household waste may be similar across measures
(i.e., due to the medium size correlation between measures) but that overall waste estimates
may be underreported via surveys.

Finally, the present work is methodological in nature, as we sought to evaluate the
convergent validity across measures of food waste using two different research designs,
and there are no direct theoretical or public-facing contributions to our work. This is a
limitation to the scope of our work, but such contributions may be generated through
future research and policy that utilizes the methodological insights provided by our work.

5.2. Future Research Directions

A key finding of our research is that specificity is key: food waste should be measured
as close to the time of wasting as possible, should be measured via clearly defined categories,
and should be measured over a discrete and specific period of time. In doing so, the
researcher may construct an aggregate of food waste themselves, rather than relying on
human recall and subjective aggregation to construct those aggregates. These steps can
ensure that future research captures food waste as accurately as possible.

A second research direction is improving recall across household food waste methods.
For example, although we found that survey measures overlap with diary measures,
surveys still involve a number of disadvantages that need to be mitigated. Future research
can explore the extent to which recall can be improved by integrating methods from diary
studies. For example, researchers could integrate methods that have survey respondents
engage in memory reconstruction to reduce recall bias and improve specificity [36]. In this
regard, the Day Reconstruction Method seems promising for integration into the household
food waste measurement literature [61], possibly allowing researchers to measure food
waste for specific occasions such as breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Furthermore, pre-survey
communication has been noted as a vital tool for survey research on household food
waste [1]. These methods should be investigated as possibly increasing the accuracy and
reliability of food waste measurement methods.

Finally, our findings suggest that there is a high degree of within-household variability
in food waste over time, meaning that typically explored between-household predictors
(e.g., demographics, individual differences) are only capturing a limited portion of variance
in food waste. Therefore, future research should explore within-household predictors that
vary over time, such as the characteristics and qualities of each wasted food item (e.g., bad
smell, leftovers vs. freshly prepared meal) and even how a person is feeling (e.g., a good or
bad mood). Such investigations can highlight situations and times when food waste may
be at its highest or lowest, providing extremely valuable insights to policymakers above
and beyond insights regarding stable, between-household variables.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we found that there is substantial convergence across measures of house-
hold food waste. These findings provide crucial insight for researchers and policymakers
intending to measure and reduce food waste in American households.
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